Extra Controls for Food Businesses During the Coronavirus Outbreak
If you are allowed to continue trading during the outbreak, it is important that you have excellent controls in
place to protect your staff and customers. Managers must train staff on the new rules and ensure they are
followed.
These extra controls and procedures will include the following:
1. Staff illness and return to work
-

Staff must not come into work and must self isolate if they show symptoms of coronavirus or have
close contacts with the illness. Managers must make this clear to staff and ensure the rules are
followed. Follow the instructions on the gov.uk website.

2. Social distancing
-

The social distancing rules must be observed for staff and customers, even in your business
premises. If you cannot apply the social distancing rules to your business, then you should not
trade. Follow the instructions on the gov.uk website.

3. Personal hygiene
-

Regular and thorough handwashing with soap and disposable paper towels is essential. Do not
use fabric towels.
Ensure paper towels are in a dispenser and not loose.
Gloves can be worn as an extra control but do not replace hand washing. They must be changed
regularly. Staff can become complacent when wearing gloves so this must be monitored.
Alcohol/sanitiser gel must never replace hand washing and is only ever an additional control.
Ensure that delivery drivers are also trained on the above.
Ensure that food handlers wear clean overclothing for every shift and that overclothing is removed
during breaks, including cigarette breaks.

4. Money
-

Avoid cash payments where possible and encourage card and contactless payments. Ensure that
hands are washed after handling money.

5. Cleaning and disinfection
-

-

Cleaning and disinfection must be thorough and regular. In particular concentrate on hand contact
surfaces and food contact surfaces. Hand contact surfaces are areas that people touch regularly,
including door and fridge handles, phones, cool box handles etc.
Use paper towels rather than fabric cloths for cleaning high risk areas such as food contact
surfaces and hand contact surfaces.

6. Cross contamination
-

Review the business practices and cross contamination controls. Remove as many of the risks as
you can.

7. Management systems and new ways of working
-

-

Some businesses are now offering takeaways or a changed menu. Ensure that you have reviewed
any new practices or menu items in your food safety management systems (e.g. Safer Food Better
Business) and have adequate controls and systems in place.
Make sure customers know they can ask for allergen information when they order and ensure
allergen information is accurate.
Be safe and practical. Problems often occur when a business rapidly changes or is working
overcapacity.
Ensure that all staff including any new staff you take on are appropriately trained and supervised.
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-guidance-for-food-businesses/guidancefor-food-businesses-on-coronavirus-covid-19

